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I SEE HOW IT WORKS!
NEC 3D DLP® PROJECTORS SUCCESFULLY TESTED IN SWEDISH SCHOOL

There was no skiving off school today. The boys and girls of
Gärsnäs school in Simrishamn, Sweden are concentrating
hard and look fascinated at the explanation of how the
human heart works. In the next 30 minutes they will get more
information about the blood system using 3D technology
from NEC Display Solutions Europe. So far the results are
more than promising.
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The Gärsnäs school is among the leading schools

at NEC Display Solutions Europe. “Projects like this
give us the chance to gather valuable feedback,

when it comes to modern teaching methods,
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Adapted to the needs of young students, 3D content
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well in both 2D and 3D situations,” says Greiner.

will deliver greater learning success in all sorts of

move around the room or stand right in front of the

The entry-level V Series and ultra-short throw
models in the U Series all feature the latest in DLP
Technology. As with modern 3D-capable TVs, the
device transmits images alternately for the left and
right eye at 120Hz. Active shutter glasses separate
out the images meant for each eye so that the image
appears three-dimensional to the viewer. The process
of syncing a projected image with the glasses is
essential, and DLP Technology accomplishes this
by sending additional visual signals between video
frames, which are picked up by a sensor integrated
into the glasses. This eliminates the need for extra
emitters and makes the set-up as easy as setting up
traditional 2D projection.
THE RESULTS
The Gärsnäs school has been testing 3D DLP
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for example, the functions of the human heart. There
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